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When the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were agreed by all 193 
members of the UN General Assembly in 2015, a 2030 deadline was set. We 
are now almost halfway through that time, but nowhere near halfway there 
in terms of progress towards achieving the SDGs – it is crucial that we 
accelerate the pace of change. 

The development of alternative fuels to displace the use of fossil fuels in 
industries that are di�icult to electrify is fundamental to achieve many of 
the SDGs. Without innovative solutions, deployed at scale, we would be 
confronted with two pathways: either protect our climate but destroy jobs 
and livelihoods, or protect jobs and livelihoods but destroy our climate. 
Fortunately, if we act now, there is still time to avoid such a situation. In fact, 
if we get things right, we can even create horizons for new industries and 
new jobs. 

A primary example is in the aviation sector which is a key pillar of the UAE 
economy. Roughly 1 in 10 jobs are in aviation and tourism – and these 
sectors represent more than 13% of national GDP. Decarbonizing aviation is 
a major challenge, but Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) is a vital part of the 
solution. 

This white paper discusses opportunities to accelerate the scale-up of SAF 
production and demand in the coming years, setting out five 
recommendations for doing so. For a host of di�erent reasons, 2023 has the 
potential to be a breakthrough year for SAF. As a Global Council, we are 
committed to collaborating with stakeholders in the UAE and internationally 
to translate the recommendations set out in this paper into action over the 
next twelve months – one of many steps towards a more sustainable 
aviation industry. 
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As Vice Chair of the SDG Global Council, it is my pleasure to present this white 
paper entitled Enabling Lift-O�, which focuses on several key initiatives that 
the UAE is undertaking to unlock the potential of Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
(SAF) and chart the path forward to a more sustainable aviation industry, both 
at home and around the world. 

The transportation sector, and aviation in particular, possesses significant 
potential to help reach our collective climate objectives through 
decarbonisation. The UAE, as both a global aviation hub and a leader in 
energy and sustainability, is exceptionally well-placed to drive this 
decarbonisation.

That work is already well underway, with a number of world-leading projects 
to spearhead the development of SAF right here in the UAE. One of those 
projects is taking place in Abu Dhabi, where Masdar is working with leading 
industry partners TotalEnergies, Siemens Energy, Marubeni Corporation, 
Lufthansa Group and Etihad Airways to demonstrate the production of green 
hydrogen and its conversion to SAF. We are also partnering with ADNOC, BP, 
Tadweer, and Etihad to explore the production of SAF from hydrogen 
produced via municipal waste gasification and PV electrolysis. 

These projects underscore another key advantage the UAE can leverage to 
secure a leadership position in the SAF space, namely our status as a leader in 
the emerging hydrogen economy. Hydrogen, and green hydrogen in 
particular, represents a critical fuel of the future - not just in the production of 
SAF, but for enabling carbon emission reduction across nearly all hard to 
decarbonize industries and sectors. With some of the most competitively 
priced solar electricity in the world, established auxiliary infrastructure for 
downstream processing and shipping, and best-in-class capabilities and 
business networks, the UAE is perfectly positioned to lead in green hydrogen 
production. 

These unique advantages and continued innovations in SAF are certainly 
reasons to be hopeful for the future of sustainable aviation but, as this paper 
notes, there is much more to be done to ensure we get to the end destination. 
I have confidence that, by working with our partners and building on these 
successes, we will.

Mohamed Jameel Al Ramahi
CEO, Masdar 
(Vice Chair of the SDG Global Council on Future Fuels)
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The Global Councils on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)1  were set up by the UAE 
Prime Minister’s O�ice with the intention of bringing together decision-makers from 
governments, international organizations, academia, and the private sector, to share best 
practices and work towards implementation of the SDGs at a national and global level. 

The Global Council on Future Fuels was established at the start of 2022. Its remit is to 
support research, thought leadership and action on developing a Future Fuels economy 
capable of helping the world make progress on the SDGs – particularly those related to 
clean energy (SDG 7), climate action (SDG 13) and industry, innovation and infrastructure 
(SDG 9).

About the SDG Global Council on Future Fuels Council members:

Council Secretariat:

• Hana Al Rostamani (Chairwoman) - Group Chief Executive O�icer, FAB 

• Mohamed Jameel Al Ramahi (Vice-Chairman) - Chief Executive O�icer, Masdar

• Dr. Angela Wilkinson - Secretary General, World Energy Council

• Christiaan Laurens - Senior Vice President, Special Projects, ADNOC

• Greg Fewer - Group Chief Financial & Sustainability O�icer, Aldar

• Jim Walker - Senior Director, Sustainable Energy for All

• John Elkington - Founder, Volans

• Karen McClellan - Head of Climate Investment, The Lemos Group

• Ohood Bin Haider - VP Monitoring and Alert Management, FAB 

• Ronnie Chalmers - EVP Africa, Middle East and India, Air Liquide

• Samer Salty - Founder and Managing Partner, Zouk Capital

• Volker Sick - Director, The Global CO2 Initiative 

• Shargiil Bashir - EVP & Chief Sustainability O�icer, FAB

• Ayasha Al Ghas - SVP & Head of ESG Strategy & Engagement, FAB

• Richard Roberts - Inquiry Lead, Volans 

1 Global Councils on SDGS – UAE Ministry of Cabinet A�airs



To achieve net zero globally, low-carbon fuels have a vital role to play. Today, low-carbon 
fuels account for only 1% of global final energy demand. By 2050, that figure will need to 
increase to 20% to achieve net zero2.  Certain sectors – particularly heavy and 
long-distance transportation (aviation, shipping, trucking) and heavy industry (cement, 
steel, chemicals) – will continue to need liquid fuels for the foreseeable future.

In this paper, we spotlight one di�icult-to-decarbonise sector in particular: aviation.
The sector is responsible for around 5% of anthropogenic global warming (when both CO2 
emissions and non-CO2 impacts are included). There are no silver bullets for decarbonising 
aviation, but there is one solution without which the sector has no viable path to net zero 
that doesn’t involve a major contraction in total passenger miles: Sustainable Aviation Fuels 
(SAF). 

SAFs are alternative fuels that achieve at least a 60% reduction in lifecycle greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions compared to conventional fossil-based jet fuel, according to the 
definition used by the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Clean Skies for Tomorrow Coalition 
(and others)3.  Some forms of SAF can potentially deliver a lifecycle reduction in GHG 
emissions of 80% or more.

In 2021, global production of SAF was approximately 125 million litres. To achieve net 
zero, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) predicts that production of SAF will 
need to rise to 449 billion litres in 20504.  In other words, 2021 SAF production represents 
less than 0.03% of the volume that will be required in 2050.

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is a global aviation hub. 13.3% of the country’s GDP – and 
1 in 10 jobs – are reliant on aviation and tourism. Unless action is taken to decarbonise the 
industry, by 2040 aviation-related emissions could contribute up to half of the UAE’s 
emissions. The sector is vital to the UAE’s socioeconomic prosperity. To survive and thrive 
in the long run, it must decarbonise – and that means it needs SAF.

Fortunately, the UAE also has the potential to become a significant producer of SAF – in 
particular, power-to-liquid (PtL) fuels produced by synthesising clean hydrogen and carbon 
captured from either point sources or directly from air. With access to the world’s 
lowest-cost renewable electricity and growing expertise in carbon capture and hydrogen 
production, the UAE has natural advantages in this emergent industry. According to a 
recent roadmap developed by the UAE Ministry of Energy & Infrastructure and the WEF 
Clean Skies Coalition, the UAE could produce up to 11 million tonnes of PtL SAF a year by 
20505.  Although the technology for producing PtLs is less mature than for (some) other 
forms of SAF, PtLs can achieve higher emissions reductions and production is less 
restricted by feedstock availability. The UAE also has projects underway to produce SAF 
from Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) and halophytes grown in seawater.

Like any emerging industry, SAF faces a chicken-and-egg problem. The production costs 
of SAF are currently significantly higher than that of conventional jet fuel. SAF producers 
will not be able to scale-up production and bring prices down without massive investment: 
WEF estimates that $250 billion of investment will be required this decade to achieve the 
goal of 10% of all aviation fuel being SAF by 20306.  Even then, SAF will remain more 
expensive than conventional jet fuel in the absence of mechanisms to ensure a high cost of 
carbon. Driving demand from airlines and end customers willing to pay a premium for SAF 
and to sign long-term o�take agreements is therefore critical to make SAF projects 
attractive to investors and finance providers.

Mass adoption of SAF is possible, but e�orts are needed to boost both supply and 
demand. Mobilising “first movers” willing to bear the risk and cost associated with SAF 
while the industry develops is essential. That means end customers willing to pay a 
premium for SAF, airlines willing to sign long-term o�take agreements, producers willing to 
invest, banks and other finance providers willing to finance SAF projects, and governments 
willing to support the market – whether through co-investment, loan guarantees and 
capital grants to stimulate production or mandates, taxes and revenue support 
mechanisms to drive demand. Whether or not we succeed in scaling up the SAF industry at 
the pace required to achieve net zero aviation by 2050 will depend fundamentally on the 
quality and extent of collaboration between public and private sectors.

Executive Summary
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2 Net Zero by 2050 - A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector (iea.org)
3 WEF_Clean_Skies_Tomorrow_SAF_Analytics_2020.pdf (weforum.org)
4 IATA - Incentives Needed to Increase SAF Production
5 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)

 6 WEF_Fuelling Sustainable Aviation for the Long Haul (weforum.org)
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7 Missed Targets: A brief history of aviation climate targets (wearepossible.org)

2023 has the potential to be a breakthrough year for SAF. There is momentum in the 
market like never before: at the time of writing, the total volume of SAF o�take agreements 
signed since the start of 2021 is more than 25 billion litres; in the 8 years before that, the 
combined total was 9 billion litres. The US Inflation Reduction Act and the EU’s Fit for 55 
package both contain measures that will do more to boost the SAF industry than any 
previous set of policies. Concern about the environmental impact of flying is on the rise – 
as is scepticism about the e�icacy of carbon o�sets as a way of mitigating that impact. And 
the world’s most aviation-dependent economy – the UAE – is set to host COP28. If this isn’t 
SAF’s moment, when is?

2023 can and must be the year when “soft” aspirational commitments crystallise into a “hard” demand 
signal from corporate and individual flyers willing to pay a premium to fly with SAF. It is already possible for 
companies and individuals to purchase SAF in most major aviation markets. By the end of 2022, the WEF 
Clean Skies Coalition is due to publish an accounting framework, designed to ensure that companies that 
choose to fly with SAF can claim the resulting emissions reductions in a credible, consistent way. The time 
is right, therefore, for a coalition of SAF “buyers of first resort” to use their purchasing power to create the 
strong demand signal needed to unlock investment in SAF. This is an opportunity to learn from and emulate 
the success of initiatives such as RE100 and EV100, which have aggregated corporate demand for 
renewable energy and electric vehicles respectively. 

This paper sets out five recommendations designed to accelerate the development of 
the SAF market in the UAE and internationally:

Mobilise SAF “buyers of first resort”

Recommendation 1

The aviation industry has a poor track record when it comes to meeting voluntary climate commitments 
(including targets for SAF uptake)7.  It cannot a�ord to fail again. More than 100 companies, including most 
of the world’s largest airlines (among them the UAE’s two largest – Emirates and Etihad Airways), have joined 
the WEF Clean Skies Coalition. The Coalition’s stated ambition is for 10% of global aviation fuel demand to 
be met with SAF by 2030. For this to happen, airlines need to be signing o�take agreements to secure future 
SAF supply today and airlines’ corporate customers must firm up their own commitments to purchase SAF. 
Failure to do so will undermine the credibility of SAF as a solution and, by extension, the credibility of the 
aviation industry’s commitment to net zero.

Firm up commitments to achieve 10% SAF by 2030 

Recommendation 2

The UAE’s hosting of COP28 presents a unique opportunity to promote awareness of SAF, while also 
bolstering its legitimacy as a climate solution. For decades, the COP process has been criticised because of 
the perceived hypocrisy of thousands of delegates flying thousands of miles to attend a climate conference. 
But what if those delegates were able to fly to and from COP on SAF? Making COP28 the first SAF-enabled 
COP would send a powerful signal to the world that SAF is available today as a solution for reducing 
emissions from air travel. It would also strengthen the UAE’s credentials as a climate leader and a pioneer of 
innovative solutions for the “di�icult-to-decarbonise” aviation sector. The ultimate goal is to kickstart the 
processes of establishing a new norm that all government, business and individual travel (not just to climate 
conferences) can and should be powered by SAF. 

Use COP28 as an opportunity to put SAF on the map 

Recommendation 3

Producing PtLs – the form of SAF that has the highest long-term growth potential in the UAE – requires an 
integrated ecosystem of companies, all with di�erent capabilities and assets. Exploiting synergies to drive 
down costs will require intense cross-industry collaboration. That means bringing together companies from 
every part of the value chain – clean hydrogen production, carbon capture and utilisation, synthetic fuel 
production, refining, storage and transportation, OEMs and airlines – to collaborate on getting projects o� 
the drawing board. Given how new the PtL industry and how context-specific its development pathways will 
be, there is no o�-the-shelf blueprint for piecing this new industrial ecosystem together. Instead, what’s 
needed is a dynamic approach to convening key stakeholders from across the SAF value chain in a format 
that encourages pre-competitive collaboration and “learning by doing”.

Catalyse cross-industry collaboration to build the SAF value chain in the UAE

Recommendation 4

Developing the SAF industry requires a supportive policy and regulatory framework. The UAE PtL and SAF 
Roadmaps published during 2022 have set out the relevant options for a national policy framework: now the 
work begins on turning high-level recommendations into concrete policies. Critically, policies should be 
designed to “crowd in” private capital. By 2030, the UAE’s PtL Roadmap projects total capex investments of 
$5-10 billion will have been required to design, build, and commission the electricity, carbon capture, 
electrolyser and fuel production plants needed to establish a national PtL industry. This level of investment 
will require access to capital markets, which is why financial institutions should be actively engaged in policy 
design from the outset.

Recommendation 5

Enable coordination between finance providers, value chain actors and policymakers to develop 
national policies to incentivise SAF production and use in the UAE
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Context
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has made it clear that, in order 
to meet the temperature targets set out in the Paris Agreement, the world must reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions rapidly over the coming decades – achieving net zero 
emissions by mid-century. Failure to do so will lead to potentially catastrophic levels of 
global warming and irreversible harm to ecosystems we all rely on8. 

Electrification is, rightly, regarded as a key aspect of decarbonisation, but the reality is 
that there are many areas in which electrification simply isn’t feasible on a timescale that 
is relevant for achieving 1.5-2°C. Certain sectors – particularly heavy and long-distance 
transportation (aviation, shipping, trucking) and heavy industry (cement, steel, 
chemicals) – will continue to need liquid fuels for the foreseeable future. In these cases, 
low-carbon and zero-carbon fuels are going to have a vital role to play in the path to net 
zero. In this paper, we refer to these as “future fuels”.

Today, low-emission fuels account for only 1% of global final energy demand, a figure 
that would need to increase to 20% by 2050 according to the International Energy 
Agency’s (IEA) Net Zero scenario9.  Scaling up future fuels therefore represents both a 
critical challenge and a major opportunity. 

Many technologies for producing fuels from non-fossil sources exist already or are in 
development (see Box 1). To bring down the cost of these technologies and scale up 
deployment, substantial investments will be required. For example, the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) projects that US$1-1.4 trillion of investment in sustainable 
aviation fuels (SAF) will be required to 2050 for the sector to reach net zero emissions10.  

Large-scale engineering and project management capabilities will also be essential. 
Repurposing existing infrastructure for production, transportation and storage of fuels 
will help accelerate the development of a future fuels industry capable of producing the 
large volumes required to decarbonise sectors like aviation, shipping, and heavy 
industry11. 

Demand for future fuels will ultimately be global, though the market is likely to develop 
faster in some regions than others. On the production side, many countries that have 
historically derived a large proportion of their GDP from fossil fuels will likely have to 
pivot to producing and exporting future fuels in order to meet decarbonisation targets. 
 
The IEA forecasts an annual market opportunity of well over US$1 trillion by 2050 for 
manufacturers of clean energy12.  This is comparable in size to the current global oil 
market. As a result, employment in the clean energy (including future fuels) sector is set 
to become a highly dynamic part of labour markets. In total, 14 million workers are 
expected to be employed in clean energy and related sectors by 2030. Over the same 
period, 5 million positions could be lost in fossil fuel production13.   

Future fuels (also referred to as low-carbon, clean or alternative fuels) is an umbrella 
term for a range of solutions that provide an alternative to fossil fuels. The most 
prominent future fuels today are clean hydrogen, biofuels, and e-fuels 
(electricity-based synthetic fuels).

Biofuels14 
Biofuels are created by converting biomass (energy from plants and plant-derived 
materials) into liquid fuels. There are two main types of biofuels: ethanol and 
biomass-based diesel. To date, biofuels have primarily been used for road 
transportation, but they are increasingly relevant in other sectors, like aviation. 

The biomass used to produce biofuels comes from a wide range of sources: wood 
and agricultural products, food residues (such as used cooking oil), and municipal 
solid waste (MSW).

Biofuels are typically drop-in fuels – a fuel that is functionally equivalent to 
petroleum fuel and is fully compatible with existing petroleum infrastructure15. 

Why Future Fuels?

WHAT ARE FUTURE FUELS?

12 Executive summary – World Energy Outlook 2021 – Analysis - IEA
13 Net Zero by 2050 – Analysis - IEA
14 Biofuel Basics | Department of Energy
15 Task-39-Drop-in-Biofuels-Full-Report-January-2019.pdf (ieabioenergy.com)

Box 1: 

8  Paris Agreement (europa.eu)
9   Net Zero by 2050 - A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector (iea.org)
10 CA100_Aviation_Sector_Strategy_Final_March2022.pdf (climateaction100.org)
11  Net Zero by 2050 - A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector (iea.org)



Hydrogen
There are a variety of ways to produce hydrogen. The source of energy and 
production method used will determine whether it is considered grey, blue, or 
green. 

Grey hydrogen: hydrogen produced from fossil fuels with no carbon capture and 
storage (CCS). This is currently the most common method for hydrogen 
production.

Blue hydrogen: produced from fossil fuels but with CO2 emitted during the 
production process sequestered via CCS16.  There is some controversy surrounding 
blue hydrogen due to studies that suggest its emissions profile is barely superior to 
that of grey hydrogen17. 

Green hydrogen: produced from a ‘green’ energy source (the electrolysis of water 
with renewable electricity); no/minimal CO2 emitted in the production process, 
though from a full life-cycle perspective this depends on the source of clean 
electricity – in particular whether it represents “additional” capacity18. 

Today, hydrogen is predominantly used in industry/fertilizers. However, there is 
potential for hydrogen to also be used in buildings, power generation and 
transport (either in fuel cells or in hydrogen-based e-fuels)19. 

E-fuels 
Electricity-based synthetic fuels (e-fuels) – also called power-to-liquids (PtL), 
power-to-gas, e-gas, electrofuels, or renewable synthetic fuels – are created 
through a process called Power-to-X. This involves two stages:

   Stage 1: Electrolysis

- Electricity produced from renewables such as wind or solar power is used to 
break water down into its components (hydrogen and oxygen).

   Stage 2: Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis*

- Carbon that can be captured from industrial emissions (point source capture) or 
directly from the air (direct air capture) is added to the hydrogen to create drop-in 
hydrocarbons such as diesel, gas (methane), or jet fuel.

Like biofuels, e-fuels are predominantly drop-in fuels that are functionally 
equivalent to petroleum fuel and are fully compatible with existing petroleum 
infrastructure20. 

*Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis is also used in the production of some biomass-based 
fuels 
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16 WEInsights-Brief-New-Hydrogen-economy-Hype-or-Hope-ExecSum.pdf (worldenergy.org)
17 See, for example, How green is blue hydrogen? - Howarth - 2021 - Energy Science &amp; Engineering - Wiley Online Library
18 The many greenhouse gas footprints of green hydrogen – Royal Society of Chemistry
19 The Future of Hydrogen – Analysis - IEA
20 Task-39-Drop-in-Biofuels-Full-Report-January-2019.pdf (ieabioenergy.com)

Today, aviation contributes around 2.5% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions21.  If 
non-CO2 emissions are included, aviation’s contribution rises to 5%22.  To align with the 
IEA Net Zero emissions pathway, the industry’s emissions will need to peak at 950Mt in 
2025 and subsequently decrease to 210Mt by 205023.  

Decarbonising aviation is uniquely challenging due to the energy-dense liquid fuels 
that are needed to enable aircraft to fly long distances. Nevertheless, a number of 
scenarios have been developed showing that achieving net zero GHG emissions from 
aviation by 2050 is technically feasible. In October 2021, the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) approved a resolution for the global air transport industry to achieve 
net zero emissions by 205024.  

IATA predicts that air travel will return to pre-pandemic levels by 2024 and that demand 
for air travel will continue to grow through to 205025.  Whether demand really does 
continue to grow as the industry expects over the coming decades will depend on 
several factors, including: shifting public attitudes to flying; the role of new (and existing) 
technologies such as the metaverse/video conferencing as a substitute for business 
travel; and the development of alternatives such as high-speed rail for short-haul travel. 
These factors could result in weaker demand for air travel in the long term. Regardless, a 
huge amount of investment and innovation is going to be required for the industry to 
reach net zero.

There is no silver bullet solution to decarbonise the aviation industry: a combination of 
measures will be needed to achieve climate targets. IATA’s strategy to reduce emissions 
centres around four pillars26:  

     The use of sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs).
     Investment in new aircraft technology.
     Continued improvement in infrastructure and operational e�iciency. 
     The use of approved o�sets.

Aviation’s path to net zero

21  The Real Cost of Green Aviation - PwC
22 Zero Emissions Aviation
23 Net Zero by 2050 - A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector (iea.org)
24 IATA - Net-Zero Carbon Emissions by 2050
25 Forecasted Evolution of Air Transport Tra�ic - IATA
26 Media Kit - Fly Net Zero (iata.org)
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SAF
In most net zero scenarios for the aviation sector, SAFs are expected to deliver the largest 
reduction in net GHG emissions of any solution. For example, in the ‘prudent scenario’ 
published by the Mission Possible Partnership, SAFs account for 45% of the overall 
reduction in emissions to 2050 (see figure 1)28.   Relative to fossil fuels, SAFs can reduce 
CO2 lifecycle emissions by up to 80%29.  

SAF can be produced from a variety of di�erent feedstocks (see box 2). Unlike alternative 
propulsion methods such as battery electric or hydrogen, SAF is a proven technology that 
can be deployed as a drop-in solution today. 

As of 2022, there are 7 ASTM30 -certified methods under which SAF can be produced31.  
The most developed production pathways are Hydrogenated Esters and Fatty Acids 
(HEFA), Gas and Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis, Alcohol-to-Jet (AtJ), and Power to 
Liquid (PtL).

For SAF to classify as a sustainable alternative to fossil fuels, it must be produced from 
sustainable feedstocks that significantly reduce GHG emissions on a full lifecycle 
basis.
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Figure 1: One of three scenarios (Business-as-Usual, Prudent, and Optimistic Renewable Electricity) 
set out in the Aviation Transition Strategy July 2022, published by the Mission Possible Partnership27
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27 Making-Net-Zero-Aviation-possible.pdf (missionpossiblepartnership.org)
28 Making-Net-Zero-Aviation-possible.pdf (missionpossiblepartnership.org)
29 saf-what-is-saf.pdf (iata.org)

Biofuels

Sustainability

Market readiness

Key production
pathways

Feedstock

Advanced Biofuels Synthetic Fuels
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savings 
expected at 
85% with used 
cooking oil and 
76% with tallow

Available on 
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scale
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Esters and Fatty 
Acids (HEFA)

Gas and 
Fischer-Tropsch 
(FT) synthesis
Alcohol to Jet 
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Power to Liquid
(e.g., hydrogen from 
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Emissions savings of 
up to 100%

Source: European Parliament32 

30 American Society for Testing Materials
31 Conversion processes (icao.int)
32 EPRS_ATA(2022)729333_EN.pdf (europa.eu)



At present, the majority of SAF produced globally uses the Hydrogenated Esters and Fatty 
Acids (HEFA) pathway. However, the feedstocks required for this mode of production – 
primarily vegetable oils – are limited. As a result, more investment is going into production 
pathways that use “second generation” feedstocks such as forestry residues, algae and 
municipal solid waste. Although availability of these second generation feedstocks is 
significantly higher, they are in high demand as various industries try to decarbonise. In 
2021, the IEA assessed the global availability and demand for biomass feedstocks and 
allocated between 10-15 exajoules to aviation33.  This would mean that SAFs derived from 
biomass feedstocks would only account for 40-55% of all aviation fuel by 2050, which is 
why ‘power-to-liquids’ (PtL) – synthetic fuels produced from renewable hydrogen and 
captured CO2 – are also needed34.  

New aircraft technologies
Innovations such as hydrogen and battery-electric power are being explored as an 
alternate energy source for aircrafts. These novel propulsion methods could reduce the 
carbon intensity of flying by up to 95%, however their commercial readiness is limited by 
three factors: (i) range limitation, (ii) technology development risk, and (iii) market 
introduction lead time35.  Neither technology is expected to enter the market until the 
mid-2030s at the earliest and, even then, their viability remains in question. 

Of more immediate relevance is the rollout of more fuel-e�icient aircraft. The most e�icient 
aircraft in service today are up to 20% more e�icient than the global fleet average36.  
Speeding up the replacement of older aircraft with newer models would therefore help 
reduce fuel consumption – a key near-term measure to lower emissions relative to 
business-as-usual.

Improvements in e�iciency and infrastructure
Improving operational e�iciency and existing infrastructure is an important pillar in the 
e�ort to reduce CO2 emissions. Historically though, average annual e�iciency gains have 
sat around 1%. Investing in operational e�iciency through measures such as improving air 
tra�ic control, optimising flight paths, and adapting aircraft design could improve fuel 
e�iciency by 2% per year37.  Many of these e�iciency measures are already being 
operationalised. 

 

One area of innovation that has the potential to make a bigger dent in aviation emissions is 
contrails38  management. UK-based company SATAVIA has developed technology that 
enables aircraft operators to forecast, prevent, quantify, and o�set surface warming 
caused by contrails, reducing per-flight emissions by up to 60%39. 

O�sets
O�sets (an action to compensate for emissions by financing emissions reductions or 
removals elsewhere) have an immediate role to play in reducing the net emissions of air 
travel. As outlined by CORSIA (see Box 3), o�sets are designed to help achieve carbon 
neutral growth until low-emission technologies can be fully scaled. 

At present, the price of o�sets is low, making them an appealing option for those seeking 
to lower their carbon footprint. However, these low prices are, in part, a result of 
poor-quality o�sets that do not o�er permanent removal dominating the market. As the 
number of net zero commitments rises, there will be growing demand for quality o�sets 
that permanently remove carbon from the atmosphere. E�orts are underway to bring more 
rigour to the o�set market and the cost of o�sets is expected to increase, reducing their 
attractiveness40.  Moreover, standard-setting bodies such as the Science-Based Targets 
initiative (SBTi) do not allow o�sets to be used as a means of achieving Paris alignment41.  

In 2016 the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) adopted the Carbon 
O�setting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), a global 
market-based mechanism to address the CO2 emissions from international aviation. 
As of January 1st 2022, 107 states had voluntarily signed up to CORSIA, with 7 states 
announcing their intention to participate from January 1st 2023.

Since 2021, CORSIA members have been committed to carbon neutral growth 
(compared to a 2019 baseline). If the CO2 emissions from international aviation 
covered under CORSIA exceed the baseline, the di�erence will need to be o�set. 
From 2022, the system will be divided into three-year compliance periods, at the end 
of which operators must demonstrate that they have met their o�setting 
requirements. CORSIA follows a route-based approach whereby only emissions from 
international flights between two CORSIA states are included.

Participation in CORSIA is currently voluntary. From 2027, participation will be 
mandatory for all states with an individual share of international aviation activities 
above 0.5% of the total, or whose cumulative share reaches 90% of the total. 
Participation will remain voluntary for Least Developed Countries (LDC), Small Island 
Developing States (SIDS), Landlocked Developing Countries (LLDC), and states that 
represent less than 0.5% of international aviation activity43.  

CORSIA 42Box 3: 

33 Net Zero by 2050 – Analysis - IEA
34 Fueling net zero: How the aviation industry can deploy su�icient sustainable aviation fuel to meet climate ambitions | ICF
35 Making-Net-Zero-Aviation-possible.pdf (missionpossiblepartnership.org)
36 Making-Net-Zero-Aviation-possible.pdf (missionpossiblepartnership.org)
37 Making-Net-Zero-Aviation-possible.pdf (missionpossiblepartnership.org)

38 Contrails are long, thin lines of clouds usually seen behind an aircraft. These vapour trails reflect incoming sunlight back into space, but they also trap heat radiating
    from the earth’s surface, warming the air below. 
39 SATAVIA
40 Ten-fold increase in carbon o�set cost predicted   | UCL News - UCL – University College London
41 Science Based Targets FAQs 
42 Carbon O�setting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) (icao.int)
43 Microsoft Word - CORSIA FAQs_post 2017 seminars_Final.docx (icao.int)
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“At Etihad, we have a brand-new fleet. We have already done most of what you can do 
in terms of operational e�iciency. We can maybe create e�iciencies of 0.5-1% of our 
emissions on a year-to-year basis over the next 10 years. So in order to make 
meaningful progress towards our 2035 goal of halving our emissions [versus a 2019 
baseline], we really need SAF – in large volumes and at a reasonable price point.”
–  Jörg Opperman, VP, Hub and Midfield Operations, Etihad Airways 



In 2021, global production of SAF was approximately 125 million litres. To fulfil 
aviation’s net zero commitments, it is predicted that production of SAF will need to rise 
to 449 billion litres in 205044.  In other words, 2021 production represents less than 
0.03% of the volume that will be required in 2050.

In June 2022, Fly Victor (the on-demand private jet company), and Neste announced 
a partnership whereby Victor’s private and corporate members can purchase Neste 
MY SAF for every private jet booking globally. The deal makes Victor the first and only 
on-demand private jet charter business to provide SAF to all members for every flight 
booked regardless of operator or departure airport. When booking a charter, 
members can choose to replace 5-100% of the flight’s fuel with Neste MY SAF47.  

In March 2022, BP and Neste signed one of the largest ever SAF deals to supply 
German logistics giant DHL with 800 million litres of SAF over the next five years48.  
DHL has committed to using 30% of SAF blending for all air transport by 203049.  

In partnership with Accenture and American Express Global Business Travel, Shell 
recently announced the launch of the world’s first blockchain-powered digital SAF 
book-and-claim solution for business travel. This partnership marks the largest SAF 
book-and-claim pilot at launch, representing around 4.5 million litres of SAF50.  

Governments and policy-makers have a critical role to play in enabling the SAF market to 
develop51.  In 2021, the WEF Clean Skies for Tomorrow Coalition published a ‘Sustainable 
Aviation Fuel Policy Toolkit’, detailing a range of policy options to support the scale-up of 
SAF production and use globally. The Toolkit identified five areas where policy 
intervention can have the most impact52:

     Ensuring feedstock sustainability.
     Supporting RD&D to bring new SAF pathways to market.
     De-risking private investments to increase SAF production capacity. 
     Stimulating voluntary, mandatory, and market-based SAF demand. 
     Easing SAF trading barriers to support a global level playing field.

Demand for SAF is increasing. To date, more than 74 SAF o�take agreements have been 
signed, with more than 24 of those since the start of 202246.  In total, these agreements 
are for more than 30 billion litres of SAF. The length of o�take agreements ranges from 6 
months to 20 years, with the majority 10 years or less. 

“We are seeing increasing momentum in the market. Interest in SAF – and demand 
for it from corporate customers – is growing fast. 65% of the reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions for the aviation sector will have to come from SAF. That’s why at Neste 
we are investing heavily in growing SAF production – from roughly 100,000 
tonnes/year currently to 1.5 million tonnes/year already by the end of 2023. 
Corporates can help create the demand needed to drive production expansion 
beyond Neste. We need to do this together.”  
 – Thorsten Lange, EVP Renewable Aviation, Neste

State of the SAF market – Global 
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Figure 2: Net zero 2050: sustainable aviation fuels, published by IATA45 

44  IATA - Incentives Needed to Increase SAF Production
45 Net zero 2050: sustainable aviation fuels (iata.org)
46 SAF O�take Agreements (icao.int)

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
GLOBAL SAF MARKET  

Box 4: 

47  Victor and Neste announce industry-leading partnership, reducing private jet charter emissions by up to 80% by replacing fossil fuel with Neste MY Sustainable
    Aviation Fuel | Neste
48  DHL Express Announces Two of the Largest Ever Sustainable Aviation Fuel Deals With bp and Neste Amounting to More Than 800 Million Liters | DHL | Global
49 Sustainable Aviation Fuel Solutions | Delivered | Global (dhl.com)
50 Shell, Accenture and Amex GBT launch one of the world’s first blockchain powered digital book-and-claim solutions for scaling sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
    | Shell Global
51 WEF_Clean_Skies_for_Tomorrow_Sustainable_Aviation_Fuel_Policy_Toolkit_2021.pdf (weforum.org)
52 WEF_Clean_Skies_for_Tomorrow_Sustainable_Aviation_Fuel_Policy_Toolkit_2021.pdf (weforum.org)
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Policy outlook
“New [SAF production] capacity development is really contingent on having a clear 
outlook when it comes to policy and in many geographies that is still very uncertain. 
Discussions are starting in places like Brazil, Australia and New Zealand, but it’s still 
very early stage. Outside the EU and UK markets, long-term policy needs to 
crystallize further to enable the development of a SAF industry that goes beyond 
using conventional technologies and feedstocks.” 
– Tom Berg, Policy & Sustainability Manager, SkyNRG



Figure 3: Clean Skies for Tomorrow: Delivering on the Global Power-to-Liquid Ambition, 
May 2022, published by WEF in partnership with Clean Skies for Tomorrow53 

Demand and supply mechanisms to incentivize scale-up of SAF1

Demand side

Description

SAF
incentivization

Direct demand
for SAF

Increase cost
of fossil fuel

Subsidies for
SAF production

Low-cost loans
/ green bonds

Supply side

A certain minimum 
share of sustainable 
jet fuels is 
prescribed.
Minimum penalty 
for non-compliance 
with blending 
requirements

Price discovery via 
predetermined
maximum of 
allowances
Additional taxation 
of fossil jet fuel

Tax credits for SAF 
that reduce GHG 
(by at least 50%)

Grants or low-cost 
loans (or possibly 
loan guarantees) to 
support sustainable 
infrastructure, 
innovation, 
research and 
development

Achieving 
large-scale
SAF production and 
supply at 
competitive cost, 
thereby lowering 
production cost

Zero-emissions 
rating" for SAF 
portion of jet fuel 
usage.
Taxation of fossil jet 
fuel results in 
reduced price 
di�erential between
SAF and fossil jet 
fuel

Tax 
exemption/credit 
for SAF portion of 
jet fuel usage 
results in reduced 
price di�erential 
between SAF and 
fossil jet fuel

Promotion of SAF 
uptake and 
production by 
reducing the 
investment risk, 
increasing 
investment returns 
and demonstrating 
government 
support to help 
secure third-party 
investment

ReFuelEU
Aviation Initiative

EU ETS

Energy
Taxation
Directive

Low Carbon
Fuel Standard

Sustainable
Skies Act

Sustainable
Aviation
Fuels Act

Horizon Europe
InvestEU, etc.

Green Fuels.
Green Skies

Blender’s Tax
Credit

Sustainable
Aviaton Fuel
Grand 
Challenge

Blend mandate

GHG reduction
mandate

Policy interventions can seek to stimulate either supply or demand (see Figure 3). 

53 WEF_Clean_Skies_for_Tomorrow_Power_to_Liquid_Deep_Dive_2022.pdf (weforum.org)

Some key existing policy initiatives from around the world are explored in more detail 
below. 

ReFuelEU was published in July 2021 as part of the European Commission’s ‘Fit for 55’ 
legislative package, detailing plans to reduce emissions by at least 55% by 2030 and 
achieve net zero by 2050. The proposal is intended to boost the production and uptake of 
SAF, creating a level playing field across the EU by providing a set of harmonised rules. Its 
central component is a blending mandate for fuel suppliers to EU airports that will be 
introduced from 2025. The mandate will set a minimum requirement for the percentage of 
SAF in the aviation fuel supply at all EU airports that rises over time (see table). 

The proposal also places a ‘refuelling obligation’ on airlines, designed to ensure aircraft 
operators do not uplift an excess of aviation fuel at a given airport outside the EU in order 
to avoid refuelling at a destination airport within the EU where fuel may be more expensive 
as a result of the blending mandate. EU airports will be required to provide the 
infrastructure for the delivery, storage and uplifting of SAF. 

EU Emissions Trading Scheme55 

The EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) has been the cornerstone of the EU’s carbon 
reduction strategy since its introduction in 2005. The scheme is the world’s 
longest-running international system for trading emissions allowances. Operating under a 
‘cap-and-trade’ principle, an absolute limit for carbon emissions that can be produced 
annually is set. Each year companies within the scheme must ensure their allowances cover 
their emissions or face significant fines. Over time, the cap is reduced to lower overall 
emissions. 

ReFuelEU Aviation Initiative54 

Blending mandate Sub-obligation for e-fuels

2025: 2%

2030: 5%

2035: 20%

2040: 32%

2045: 38%

2050: 63%

2025: n/a

2030: 0.7%

2035: 5%

2040: 8%

2045: 11%

2050: 28%

54 Sustainable aviation fuels – ReFuelEU Aviation (europa.eu)
55 Aviation and the EU ETS (europa.eu)
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Aviation has been covered under the EU ETS since 2012. Historically, airlines have only had 
to account for flights inside the European Economic Area (EEA), the UK, and Switzerland.  
This is now set to expand to also cover flights between the EU’s outermost regions (OMRs) 
and the EEA56.  The European Commission has also proposed that aviation allowances 
should be capped at current levels and, as of 2024, reduced annually by 4.2%. Free 
allocation of allowances should be phased out, with the aim of moving to a full auctioning 
system by 2027.  

California Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS)57 

The LCFS is one of several policies in California originating from the Global Warming Act of 
2006. Approved in 2009 and implemented in 2011, the standard places lifecycle carbon 
intensity targets on all transportation fuels sold, supplied, or o�ered for sale in California. 
Fuels with a carbon intensity lower than the target established by the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) generate LCFS credits. Fuels with a carbon intensity score higher 
than the baseline established by CARB generate deficits, which then need to be o�set by 
generating or purchasing LCFS credits. 

As of January 2019, SAF is recognised as eligible under the LCFS, meaning that jet fuel with 
a lower carbon intensity than the CARB-established baseline can generate credits. 
However, no obligation is placed on jet fuel usage, and it consequently does not generate 
any deficits that then need to be o�set. In other words, SAF production is incentivised, but 
continued use of traditional jet fuel is not penalised by this policy.

In what is called the ‘Pacific Coast Collaborative’, other states are now following California’s 
lead. Oregon and British Colombia have implemented a LCFS, and the Washington State 
legislature is considering a programme. Over time the intention is to create an integrated 
West Coast market for low carbon fuels.

US Sustainable Aviation Fuel Grand Challenge58  
In September 2021, the US Department of Energy (DOE), US Department of Transport 
(DOT), and US Department of Agriculture (USDA), launched a government-wide 
‘Sustainable Aviation Fuel Grand Challenge’. The three Departments signed a 
memorandum of understating (MoU) detailing their mutual interests in (i) reducing the cost 
of SAF production; (ii) enhancing the sustainability of SAF production pathways; and (iii) 
accelerating the scale-up and demonstration of commercial SAF production. 

The Grand Challenge intends to meet the demand for SAF by working with stakeholders to 
reduce costs, enhance sustainability, and expand production and use of SAF. It is hoped 
that the Challenge will incentivise SAF production of 3 billion gallons (>13.5 billion litres) 
per year by 2030, and su�icient supply to meet 100% of US aviation demand by 2050 (the 
current predicted demand stands at around 35 billion gallons). 

56 The EU’s nine outermost regions are French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mayotte, Reunion Island and Saint-Martin (France), Azores and Madeira (Portugal), and
    the Canary Islands (Spain).
57 Low Carbon Fuel Standard | California Air Resources Board
58 S1-Signed-SAF-MOU-9-08-21_0.pdf (energy.gov)

On 16th August 2022, US President Joe Biden signed into law the Inflation Reduction 
Act (IRA). The IRA allocates US$369 billion to tackling energy security and climate 
change, the single largest investment in climate and energy in the US to date. If all 
planned investment goes ahead, carbon emissions will be reduced by roughly 40% 
by 2030. Analyses have shown that the Act could be set to drive up to $3.5 trillion in 
cumulative capital investment in new American energy supplies and infrastructure 
over the next decade, with annual investment in hydrogen set to increase to $3 billion 
by 2030, and $50 billion by 203560.  

To fulfil its ambitious targets, the IRA relies heavily on tax codes, restoring, modifying, 
and expanding many existing credits and other incentive schemes. This includes 
provision for long-term tax credit incentives for a wide range of clean energy 
technologies, marking a significant departure from the limited, short-term energy tax 
credit programs of the past. In addition, tax credit subsidies will be o�ered to a range 
of transitionary technologies such as hydrogen projects, biogas production facilities, 
and clean energy manufacturing plants, all novel technologies that have not 
previously benefited from tax credits. 

Notable clean energy provisions include61:  

Restoration and extension of Production Tax Credit (PTC) and Investment Tax 
Credit (ITC)
The IRA restores production tax credit and investment tax credits for renewable 
energy projects that begin construction prior to 2025 and that are placed in service 
after 2021. Certain clean hydrogen projects (including both blue and green 
hydrogen) may qualify for either a PTC, based on the quantity of hydrogen produced, 
or an ITC, equal to the percentage of the cost to build or acquire the project. 

In order to qualify for credits, the hydrogen must be produced through a process that 
yields no more than 4kg of CO2 per kg of hydrogen. In addition, the hydrogen must 
be produced in the US for sale or productive use and the production, sale and/or use 
must be verified by an unrelated third party. 

THE INFLATION REDUCTION ACT 59Box 5: 

59 Senate Democratic Leadership,
60 Preliminary Report: The Climate and Energy Impacts of the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022
61 Biden Signs Climate Bill With Transformative Changes to Clean Energy Tax Incentives
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Credit Rates for Clean Hydrogen

Emissions Rate (CO2 equivalent
per kg of hydrogen)

PTC Credit Rate
(indexed to inflation)*

ITC Credit Rate*

Less than 0.45 kg

0.45 kg to 1.5 kg

1.5 kg to 2.5 kg

2.5 kg to 4 kg

$3.00 per kg

$1.00 per kg 

$0.75 per kg 

$0.60 per kg

30%

10%

7.5%

6%

*If applicable labor standards are met

The implementation of this credit system may see the US becoming one of the 
cheapest regions for clean hydrogen production globally. 

Clean fuels tax credits  
The IRA introduces a new blenders tax credit for aviation fuels. The credit equates to 
$1.25 per gallon (4.5 litres) plus $0.01 for each percentage point by which emissions 
reductions exceeds 50% when compared to traditional jet fuel (A-1).

To receive this credit the producer or importer must be registered with the Secretary 
of the Treasury and provide certification from an unrelated third party to 
demonstrate compliance with applicable requirements (such as CORSIA). 

Alternative Fuel and Low-Emission Aviation Technology competitive grant 
program
The new Alternative Fuel and Low-Emission Aviation Technology competitive grant 
program is the first-ever large-scale grant program specifically for scaling up SAF 
production in the US. The program addresses several of the largest barriers to SAF 
deployment such as the need for investments in new production and blending 
facilities, ramping up fuel certification and expanding feedstock production. 

The IRA allocates $297 million over 5 years to the grant program. This includes: 
$244.5 million for projects related to production, storage, transportation, or 
blending of SAF; $46.5 million for projects related to low-emission aviation 
technologies; and $5.9 million to help cover program operating costs and oversight.

In July 2022, WEF’s Clean Skies for Tomorrow Coalition and the UAE Ministry for Energy & 
Infrastructure published a ‘Power-to-Liquids Roadmap’62.  The roadmap is designed to 
promote PtL technologies in the UAE with a view to accelerating the decarbonisation of the 
country’s aviation industry. A wider SAF Roadmap for the UAE is due to be published before 
the end of 2022. 

Aviation in the UAE
The United Arab Emirates is a key global aviation hub. In 2019, the UAE had the highest ratio 
of aviation activity to economic footprint of any country (see figure 4). 13.3% of the 
country’s GDP and 1 in 10 jobs is reliant on aviation and tourism63.  The volume of jet fuel 
consumed is projected to double to nearly 16 million tonnes annually by 2050, assuming 
growth continues in line with its historical trajectory. Without action to decarbonise the 
sector, aviation emissions could contribute up to half of national emissions by 2040. 

As H. E. Suhail bin Mohamed Al Mazrouei, the UAE’s Minister of Energy and Infrastructure, 
writes in the foreword to the PtL Roadmap, ‘the growth and sustenance of the aviation 
sector are integral to the United Arab Emirates socioeconomic prosperity… Growing and 
protecting the aviation sector will only be possible to the extent that it is decarbonized.’

State of the SAF market – UAE

Figure 4: Power-to-Liquids Roadmap: Fuelling the Aviation Energy Transition in the United
Arab Emirates, July 202264.
 

62 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
63 IATA – The Importance of Air Transport to the UAE
64 World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
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ASK (Available Seat Kilometres): a measure of an airline’s carrying capacity to generate 
revenue, calculated by multiplying the available seats on any aircraft by the number of 
kilometres flown on a given flight. 



Why prioritising PtLs makes sense for the UAE

The competitive demand and lack of availability of biogenic feedstocks significantly 
constrains the amount of SAF that can be produced via the more well-established 
pathways (HEFA, FT, AtJ). In total, biogenic SAF only has the potential to meet 1.42-7.61% 
of the UAE’s jet fuel needs by 203365.  In light of this, increasing attention is being paid to 
power-to-liquids, where the UAE has natural advantages. Production of PtL SAF is most 
sensitive to the cost of zero-carbon/green hydrogen and electricity, but, as the Roadmap 
explains, ‘the nation has access to the world’s lowest-cost renewable electricity, and can 
draw on growing expertise in carbon capture, liquid hydrocarbons, and hydrogen.’ As a 
result of these factors, it is estimated that the UAE could produce 11 million tonnes of PtL 
SAF by 2050 – equivalent to approximately 70% of national jet fuel consumption – under 
a high ambition scenario.

The ability to produce cheap renewable energy is fundamental to the viability of the PtL 
industry. Over the last 15 years, the UAE has led the region in building out renewable 
energy capacity. The local climate, with its intense sunshine and sustained winds, has 
contributed to the UAE having some of the lowest cost renewable electricity in the world. 
Installed renewable energy generation capacity is set to expand rapidly over the coming 
decades. Between 1996 and 2020 the compound annual growth rate of solar power has 
been 41.5%. More than twice as much solar capacity has been deployed in the past five 
years than in the preceding 20 years. The pipeline of proposed projects suggests that 
this rate is only set to increase66.  

Estimated solar PV e�iciency average by country over a year (kWh per kW peak)

Figure 5: Power-to-Liquids Roadmap: Fuelling the Aviation Energy Transition in the
United Arab Emirates, July 202267  
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65 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
66 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
67  World Economic Forum (weforum.org)

A focus on PtLs fits well with the UAE’s ambitions to be a leader in clean hydrogen 
production and export. In 2021, the UAE government announced an ambition to capture 
25% of the global low-carbon hydrogen market by 203068.  More than $500 billion of 
investments in developing a clean hydrogen industry were announced in 2021. As well as 
increasing its value, converting hydrogen into PtL kerosene also makes it easier to 
transport the fuel.

The carbon necessary to produce synthetic hydrocarbons can be captured in two ways: 
from point sources or using direct air capture (DAC). The former refers to capturing CO2 
emissions that are released from industrial, power, or biogenic operations, where CO2 is 
highly concentrated; the latter is a process though which carbon dioxide is captured 
directly from the atmosphere. 

The UAE is a major player in the development of carbon capture, usage, and storage 
(CCUS). The country produces 5 million tonnes of iron and steel per year (an amount 
projected to grow) and 31 million tonnes of cement. Approximately 0.95 tonnes of CO2 
are produced for every tonne of cement: with a capture rate of 80%, up to 16Mt CO2 may 
be available for use from this sector alone. In the longer term, the Middle East is also set 
to become a major player in direct air capture (DAC). Today, costs of DAC can be as high 
as $600 per tonne. However, as technological maturity increases, costs will fall, with 
DAC eventually expected to become cost competitive with capturing carbon from point 
source emissions. By 2050, DAC is expected to provide up to 80% of the CO2 required for 
synthetic fuels69.  

In 2021, Abu Dhabi Waste Management Centre (Tadweer) signed a Joint Project 
Development Agreement with Etihad Airways to facilitate the first Waste-to-SAF plant 
in the Middle East. The plant will have the potential to convert up to 4 million tonnes 
of MSW into SAF per year70.  

In early 2022 Masdar, TotalEnergies, and Siemens Energy signed a collaboration 
agreement to develop a green hydrogen-to-SAF production plant. The demonstrator 
project (not yet in operation) will be established at Masdar City, Abu Dhabi’s flagship 
sustainable urban development71.  

SAF PROJECTS IN THE UAE   Box 6: 

68 UAE targets 25% of global hydrogen fuel market by 2030 | Reuters
69 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
70 Abu Dhabi to establish first Waste-to-Sustainable Aviation Fuel plant in Middle East | Al Arabiya English
71 Masdar News
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In 2021, a strategic partnership was announced between BP, the Abu Dhabi National 
Oil Company (ADNOC), and Masdar to provide clean energy solutions for the UK and 
the UAE. The partnership will see the companies develop 2GW of low carbon 
hydrogen hubs across the UAE and UK, with the intention to expand this further72.  
ADNOC, BP and Masdar have also joined forces with Tadweer and Etihad Airways to 
explore the production of SAF from hydrogen and municipal solid waste (MSW)73. 

The Sustainable Bioenergy Research Consortium (SBRC) was established in Abu 
Dhabi in 2011 by Masdar Institute (subsequently part of Khalifa university), with Etihad 
Airways, Boeing, and Honeywell UOP. The not-for-profit research centre focuses on 
the development of technologies needed to produce biofuels. Its flagship project is 
the Seawater Energy and Agriculture System (SEAS). The SEAS project combines an 
integrated system of aquaculture, halo-agriculture, and mangrove silviculture to 
produce sustainable biofuels. The first flight fuelled with jet fuel produced through 
the SEAS flew in January 201974.  

The 2040 challenge: getting to cost parity
Even with conventional jet fuel prices rising sharply in 2022, SAF remains 2-4x more 
expensive than fossil kerosene. The best-case scenario set out in the UAE PtL Roadmap 
envisages PtLs becoming cost competitive with conventional jet fuel only in 2040 – and, 
even then, only with a hefty carbon price (see figure 6). To reach this milestone, total capex 
investments of up to $65 billion will be required to develop production capacity and build 
out the full, integrated value chain. 

The vital question today is how to attract this scale of investment into the development of 
a PtL industry in the UAE during the 2020s and 2030s. Can su�icient demand for SAF be 
stimulated to ensure there are o�takers willing to pay the necessary premium while PtL 
production costs remain high relative to conventional jet fuel? Can technology and 
commercial risks be su�iciently mitigated to allow investment to flow into developing the 
value chain?

72 bp, ADNOC and Masdar to form strategic partnership to provide clean energy solutions for UK and UAE | News and insights | Home
73 Abu Dhabi’s ADNOC and Masdar to join bp’s UK hydrogen projects | News and insights | Home
74 Sustainable Bioenergy Research Consortium - Khalifa University (ku.ac.ae)

Cost of PtL SAF including: 1) Fuel cost only, 2) Fuel cost minus illustrative
value of carbon avoided ($/t)
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Figure 6: Power-to-Liquids Roadmap: Fuelling the Aviation Energy Transition in the United 
Arab Emirates, July 202275

*Value of carbon avoided is based on the IEA’s analysis that, in order to achieve net zero, a 
carbon price of $140/tCO2 will be necessary in 2030, rising to $250/tCO2 by 2050.

Establishing a transformational long-term goal that can galvanise collaboration across 
public and private sector actors is a necessary starting point – which is why we endorse the 
call for a 2030 production target of at least 540 kton/year. Ideally, we would welcome a 
more aspirational target – in line with the ‘ambitious’ scenario set out in the UAE SAF 
Roadmap, which projects that 10.7% of UAE jet fuel demand could be met with a mix of 
biogenic and PtL SAF by 2030. This would equate to a production target of 950 kton/year.

Irrespective of the specific target chosen, the vital next step will be to develop policy and 
regulation to support the rapid scale-up of SAF production. The UAE SAF and PtL 
Roadmaps set out a number of options for reducing technology risk and ensuring revenue 
stability in order to “crowd in” capital. These include government-led funding for a 
demonstration facility, ongoing R&D support, loan guarantees, capital grants and revenue 
support (see figure 7). On the demand side, government can help drive demand by 
procuring SAF for government flights. All of these mechanisms have a potential role to play 
in de-risking investment and enabling the SAF industry to grow. 

75 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
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Figure 7: Power-to-Liquids Roadmap: Fuelling the Aviation Energy Transition in the United 
Arab Emirates, July 202277 
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Critically, too, in order to scale the SAF industry across borders – connecting centres of 
supply with centres of demand – rules and standards will need to be harmonised to the 
greatest extent possible. The EU’s leadership on fuel mandates means that its definition of 
what constitutes SAF will materially impact producers elsewhere (including in the UAE) 
who wish to export SAF to the EU. 

The window of opportunity to meet 2030 production targets is narrow. Both the US and EU 
are moving forward with policy and regulatory measures that will reshape the international 
landscape. Time is therefore of the essence. Policies need to be developed and 
implemented fast to ensure the UAE becomes a global leader in SAF production and that 
the necessary facilities get financed and built in time. 

Access to the right kind of finance is one of the most critical factors determining whether, 
when and where SAF production facilities get built. Given this, the overriding aim of policy 
and regulation should be to de-risk private sector investment and crowd in capital to the 
nascent SAF industry. 

The ultimate prize is significant. A scaled-up SAF industry could help future-proof the 
aviation sector that is so vital to the UAE economy, while also supporting the goal of 
diversification to reduce dependence on fossil fuel revenues. Success would mean 
creating or sustaining more than 1 million jobs by 205076.  

”Investing in SAF is still perceived as high risk by investors today, because it relies 
on fairly new technologies. What can really help – and we see a lot of successful 
examples of this in the US in particular – is where government steps in to finance, 
say, 80% of a project on attractive terms, which means that the private sector only 
has to step in for 20% of the financing. This type of government intervention is key 
for getting money into newer technologies that are unproven at commercial scale.“ 
– Tom Berg, Policy & Sustainability Manager, SkyNRG

76 WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)

Proposed PtL roadmap for the United Arab Emirates

Estimations are based on M-BT and H-RT scenarios

77  WEF_UAE_Power_to_Liquid_Roadmap_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
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Enabling lift-o�:
intervention points
to build the market
Enabling the scale-up of SAF production and use in line with the ambition to achieve net 
zero emissions from aviation by 2050 is a huge challenge. Like any emerging industry, SAF 
faces a chicken-and-egg problem. Production costs are currently high relative to 
conventional jet fuel. These costs will reduce as the scale of production increases and 
technologies mature. As the value chain develops, synergies will emerge that further drive 
down costs and o�er new opportunities for value creation. Lower costs will lead to higher 
demand for SAF. But the necessary investments in SAF production to achieve the volumes 
required for a net zero aviation sector – projected to be as much as US$1-1.4 trillion globally 
to 205078  – will only be made if those providing the capital have confidence that there will 
be demand for the fuel produced. 

Importantly, how long it takes for SAF to reach cost parity with conventional jet fuel 
depends to a considerable degree on the speed at which production capacity is ramped 
up, as this will in turn determine the rate at which costs come down. (The carbon price 
trajectory is another key factor.)

Driving demand for SAF
How, then, to ensure that there is su�icient demand for SAF in the short- to medium-term 
to justify large-scale investment in production capacity today?

Industry insiders point to blending mandates – such as those being introduced in the 
European Union – as one key driver. Other demand-side policy options include: direct and 
indirect SAF subsidies; measures to increase the cost of conventional jet fuel; and public 
procurement of SAF79. 

Aside from policy measures to stimulate demand, the other key factor is the extent to 
which the aviation industry’s end customers will demand SAF – and be willing to pay a 
premium for it. There are encouraging early signs that the recent spike in corporate net 
zero commitments will translate into increased demand for SAF, as companies seek to 
mitigate the emissions from corporate travel and/or air freight in their supply chain. This is 
especially the case for companies setting Science-Based Targets (SBTs), as the SBT 
methodology restricts the use of o�sets80.  

“Many of our corporate customers who travel a lot are members of the Science Based 
Targets initiative (SBTi). The interesting part of the SBTi methodology is that, on the 
aviation pathway, it does not consider any non-business-related o�sets as 
acceptable. So an airline may say all their flights are carbon neutral, but if the reality 
is that it’s doing that by buying forestry o�sets somewhere, for example, then that 
doesn’t count under SBTi. So that makes SAF a crucial solution for our corporate 
customers who want to make progress towards meeting their Science Based 
Targets.” 
– Jörg Opperman, VP, Hub and Midfield Operations, Etihad Airways 

“There is a common misperception that SAF is not yet really available to companies 
as a solution or that it is not possible to get credit for buying it. The good news is that 
companies that want to can purchase SAF today – and they can do so in a credible 
way that aligns with the “gold standard” methodology developed by the Science 
Based Targets initiative.” 
– Thorsten Lange, EVP Renewable Aviation, Neste

78 CA100_Aviation_Sector_Strategy_Final_March2022.pdf (climateaction100.org)
79 WEF_Clean_Skies_for_Tomorrow_Power_to_Liquid_Deep_Dive_2022.pdf (weforum.org)
80 https://sciencebasedtargets.org/ 

At this early stage in the SAF industry’s development, a relatively small number of 
companies willing to act as SAF “buyers of first resort” could have an outsized impact. The 
Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance (SABA) and the WEF First Movers Coalition are two 
prominent examples of initiative seeking to encourage and aggregate corporate demand 
for SAF. More established Initiatives like RE100 or EV100 provide a model that can be 
replicated for SAF. Just as RE100 members commit to purchasing renewable electricity to 
power 100% of their operations, companies should commit to purchasing SAF for 100% of 
their corporate travel and/or air freight. Such a commitment from a group of large 
multinationals (and governments) would deliver an exponential shift in SAF demand 
globally. 
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Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance81    
Spearheaded by the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) and Environmental Defense Fund 
(EDF), the Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance (SABA) aims to drive investment in 
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), catalyzing SAF production and technological 
innovation, and supporting member engagement in policymaking e�orts. 

SABA’s founding members are Bank of America, Boston Consulting Group, Boeing, 
Deloitte, JPMorgan Chase, McKinsey and Company, Microsoft, Netflix and Salesforce. 

WEF First Movers Coalition82 

The World Economic Forum’s First Movers Coalition is a global initiative harnessing 
the purchasing power of companies to decarbonise seven ‘hard to abate’ industrial 
sectors, that currently account for 30% of global emissions: Aluminium, Aviation, 
Chemicals, Concrete, Shipping, Steel, and Trucking. At present over 50 companies 
have joined the coalition and signalled their intention to commercialise zero-carbon 
technologies. 

As part of the initiative’s drive to decarbonise aviation, members of the Coalition 
make a commitment to use emerging technologies that will significantly reduce 
emissions by 2030. In partnership with air transport operators, airfare and air freight 
customers set a target of replacing at least 5% of conventional jet fuel with SAF that 
reduces life cycle GHG emissions by 85% or more when compared with conventional 
jet fuel, and/or using zero-carbon emitting propulsion technologies by 2030. 

Eco-Skies Alliance – United Airlines83 
The ‘Eco-Skies Alliance’ program developed by United Airlines gives corporate 
customers the opportunity to pay the additional cost for SAF. Under the program 
customer donations are held in a designated SAF account and used by United to 
purchase additional SAF or invest in ‘promising’ SAF producers. 

Current partners: American Family Insurance, AutoDesk, Boston Consulting Group, 
Biogen, Bolloré Logistics, CWT, Deloitte, DHL, DSV, HP, Maersk, Meta, Microsoft, Nike, 
Palantir, Paloalto, Salesforce, Siemens, Visa, Yusen Logistics, Zurich.

EXISTING SAF DEMAND
AGGREGATION PLATFORMS

Box 7: The Board Now Program – SkyNRG84 

With SkyNRG’s Board Now Program, companies who sign up determine the SAF 
volume they want to commit to flying sta�/cargo on based on their carbon footprint 
and ambition level. Becoming a member of the program means the premium of 500+ 
metric tons of SAF is absorbed per year. The program secures demand for SAF and 
will enable a new SAF production facility to be put into operation. 

The program is advocated for by the Natural Resources Defense Council and Prosus 
and members of Board Now include: PwC, Skyscanner, Etraveli Group, Microsoft, 
BCG, Bank of America, apg, Novo Nordisk, Workday.

81  Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance | Rocky Mountain Institute 
82 Home > First Movers Coalition | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
83 Eco-Skies Alliance | United Airlines

84 Board Now | coalition for sustainable flying
85 https://www.sustainable.aero/saf-study 

Amongst the wider flying public, awareness of SAF (let alone demand for it) remains low, 
though its profile is rising fast (see figure 8). This spike in awareness presents both risk and 
opportunity for the industry. Convincing the growing segment of flyers who are concerned 
about climate change that they should pay a premium to fly with SAF (rather than paying 
for often low-quality o�sets) is a key opportunity to boost demand. 

SAF has become the hot topic in the aviation context
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Source: Google Trends

Figure 8: Google searches for Sustainable Aviation Fuel spiked dramatically in 2021
(Sustainable Aero Lab)85
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The o�set industry’s woes could well be to SAF’s advantage: the more sceptical of o�sets 
environmentally conscious consumers become, the more likely they are to be willing to pay 
for SAF instead, so long as it is perceived as a “true” solution. But if the integrity of claims 
about the sustainability of SAFs are called into question, this could significantly dampen 
enthusiasm for them.

The UAE’s hosting of COP28 presents a unique opportunity to promote awareness of SAF, 
while also bolstering its legitimacy as a climate solution. For decades, the COP process has 
been criticised because of the perceived hypocrisy of thousands of delegates flying 
thousands of miles to attend a climate conference. But what if those delegates were able 
to fly in and out of the UAE on SAF? 

Making COP28 the first SAF-enabled COP would send a powerful signal to the world that 
SAF is available today as a solution for reducing emissions from air travel. If well 
communicated, the association with a UNFCCC event could help boost the legitimacy of 
SAF as a climate solution and position the UAE as a pioneer. The ultimate goal is to establish 
a new norm that all government, business and individual travel (not just to climate 
conferences) can and should be powered by SAF. 

Etihad Airways launched its Corporate Conscious Choices programme – a loyalty scheme 
aimed at companies who have committed to reducing their emissions – in January 2022. 
As part of this, Etihad now o�ers corporate customers the opportunity to purchase SAF as 
a way of reducing their scope 3 emissions.

The SAF investment programme works like this: 

Etihad’s SAF investment programme is one of several schemes being rolled out by airlines 
and fuel suppliers, enabling companies to start purchasing SAF today. Such programmes 
have a vital role to play in enabling future commitments to be translated into a concrete 
demand signal today.

Etihad Corporate Conscious Choices – SAF investment programme

Spotlight

A corporate customer agrees to purchase a certain amount of SAF per annum to cover 
business travel and/or air freight. 

The cost of the SAF is then split so that Etihad covers a portion equivalent to the cost 
of conventional A-1 jet fuel and the customer pays a surcharge to cover the price 
di�erence between SAF and conventional jet fuel. 

At the end of the process, the customer receives certified credits that can be counted 
towards its scope 3 emissions, helping the company make progress towards its own 
emissions reduction goals.

Etihad then procures and purchases the SAF on the customer's behalf.

Scaling up supply of SAF
Assuming a combination of new norms and new policies succeed in creating growing 
demand for SAF, the key question becomes how to produce enough fuel to meet that 
demand. As we have seen throughout this paper, achieving net zero emissions from 
aviation by 2050 requires an exponential scale-up of SAF production capacity from its 
current low base. 

The SAF industry can only grow at the required rate if it is able to pursue a “learning by 
doing” approach. Technology risk – which is particularly relevant for PtLs, given their earlier 
stage of development than other existing SAF pathways – will come down as more facilities 
are built, demonstrating that the technology works. Production costs will also come down 
as more, larger-scale facilities are built, allowing for e�iciencies and economies of scale to 
emerge as the industry matures.

This requires investment in every part of the SAF value chain – as well as in creating an 
integrated SAF ecosystem in specific locations that can exploit potential synergies and 
leverage existing assets. In the case of PtLs, this means investment in clean hydrogen 
production, carbon capture and utilisation, synthetic fuel production, refining, storage and 
transportation, as well as collaboration with OEMs and airlines.
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Figure 9: The PtL value chain (Source: Power-to-Liquids Roadmap:
Fuelling the Aviation Energy Transition in the United Arab Emirates, July 2022)
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Exploiting synergies to drive down costs across the value chain will require intense 
cross-industry collaboration. To help catalyse this cross-industry collaboration, we are 
proposing to host workshop-style events, bringing together stakeholders from across the 
SAF value chain for “backcasting” conversations. The purpose: to look back from the vantage 
point of 2030 and ask what it took for the UAE to become a world-leading SAF producer.
 
Clearly, one aspect of “what it took” will be finance and investment. The UAE PtL Roadmap 
projects total capex investments of $5-10 billion by 2030 to design, build and commission 
the electricity, carbon capture, electrolyser and fuel production plants necessary. This level 
of investment will only be possible if the SAF industry is able to access capital markets. This 
will require a robust policy and regulatory framework that de-risks investments in the SAF 
value chain. With this in mind, we will ensure financial institutions are at the table for these 
discussions from the outset.

In January 2021, during the Abu Dhabi 
Sustainability Week, Masdar, with key 
energy players, announced plans to 
explore the production of green hydrogen 
and its conversion to sustainable aviation 
fuel (SAF) via a demonstration project in 
Abu Dhabi. 

Led by Masdar and in partnership with 
Siemens Energy, TotalEnergies, Marubeni 
Corporation, Department of Energy in Abu 
Dhabi, Etihad Airways, Lufthansa Group 
and Khalifa University, ‘Project Green 
Falcon’ aims to serve as a base for a 
large-scale commercial facility. Project 
Green Falcon will be the first of its kind worldwide to demonstrate jet fuel production 
using solar energy, water, and CO2. The project will allow for concept development and 
scale-up, help establish the regulatory framework for the production and use of green 
hydrogen & SAF in the UAE and provide the basis for creating domestic demand for these 
decarbonized fuels.

The demonstration plant will be powered by solar PV sourced via a PPA and clean energy 
certificates. The electricity will be used to power an electrolyzer to generate green 
hydrogen. Most of the green hydrogen produced will be converted to SAF, and a small 
portion may be used to demonstrate ground mobility applications with several buses. 
The project is currently in the pre-front-end engineering design (Pre-FEED) stage and is 
expected to proceed to the FEED stage by the end of Q4 2022.

Masdar aims to become a global green hydrogen leader and has so far signed several 
collaboration agreements in the UAE and internationally with key stakeholders to develop 
large-scale projects for green hydrogen and its derivatives. Developing the concept of 
Green Falcon would ensure concept development and reduce the risk of scale-up for the 
successful rollout of projects domestically and globally.

Project Green Falcon
Strategic initiative to demonstrate the production of Green Hydrogen and SAF

Spotlight
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Conclusion

New industries always develop in a non-linear fashion. The nature of exponential 
growth is that it starts slowly – sometimes painfully so. Early investors and innovators 
often get burned. Expectations are then lowered as the early hype dissipates and 
disappointment at unfulfilled potential sets in. Then comes a tipping point – generally 
driven by a mix of policy interventions, technological advances and shifts in customer 
sentiment – after which growth accelerates rapidly and disappointment turns to 
amazement. Perhaps the clearest example of this exponential dynamic in recent times 
is the take-o� of the solar and wind industries starting in the late 2000s.

Future fuels are not the same as wind and solar: the potential for cost reductions is 
much more limited. Absent a massive and sustained carbon price shock, sustainable 
aviation fuels will remain more expensive than conventional jet fuel for decades to 
come. 

Nonetheless, SAF may be fast approaching its own tipping point. The global policy 
context is rapidly becoming more favourable – notably in the US and EU. Many of the 
underlying technologies and industrial processes involved in producing SAF are 
maturing fast. And as the worsening impacts of climate change are felt in all regions of 
the globe, consumers and citizens everywhere are becoming more conscious of the 
aviation sector’s carbon footprint. In response, some are choosing to fly less or not at 
all, but there are many millions more who will continue to fly – whether because they 
have family on di�erent continents, or because their work requires it, or simply 
because they have a passion for travel. 

Growing numbers of corporate and individual flyers are motivated to choose to reduce 
the climate impact of their travel where possible. Today, the most common option 
these airline customers are presented with is to purchase carbon o�sets. But the o�set 
market is in deep trouble – partly as a result of years of dubious accounting and low 
standards. The supply of high-quality o�set projects that remove carbon from the 
atmosphere and reliably store it in durable form is very limited relative to the (potential) 
demand. O�sets have a role to play in decarbonising aviation, but only a minor one. 
The time is therefore ripe for aviation customers to be o�ered a di�erent option – to fly 
with SAF. 

This option exists today and uptake is increasing. 2023 has the potential to be a 
breakthrough year for SAF. The building blocks are now in place for SAF to go from 
niche to mainstream and the UAE’s hosting of COP28 in November 2023 presents a 
perfect opportunity to bolster that process. The industry may still be decades away 
from reaching full maturity, but it is ready to leave behind its infancy and enter 
adolescence. Our ambition is to nurture its development through this critical phase.

A critical window of
opportunity
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